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1 Introduction 

External energy governance is an underrated issue. In an increasingly multipolar world with a growing 

demand for energy not least by rising powers such as Brazil, India, South Africa or China, questions of 

external energy governance would at first hand appear to be a high-priority. Yet, reality tells a slightly 

different story: Energy policies still tend to be driven by forms of protectionism, an economic growth 

dogma and a focus on security issues. Rising powers find themselves dubbed as “consumer states” – a 

term, which in fact reduces their highly differentiated policies to an almost parasitic role, and ignores 

new geographies of power relations in the energy sector. Also, the EU has up to now only scarcely 

addressed questions of external energy governance with emerging powers, and still tends to leave this 

field up to bilateral member state cooperation and the relatively diffuse instrument of “energy 

dialogues”. Driven by severe strategic constraints that could result in a securitisation of energy 

policies, the potential of cooperation with rising powers, and the possibilities for multipolar energy 

relations are underestimated. Yet in fact, external energy cooperation is a challenging issue that calls 

for shared norms, values and interests in order to find compromises and peaceful solutions in a policy 

field often merely driven by protectionist security notions. 

Thus we seek to explore the manifold issues involved from both an explorative as well as analytic 

angle in three steps: First, we briefly outline our theoretical framework of Constructivist approaches 

and the Normative Power Europe (NPE) debate. Second, our paper will give an introduction into the 

current status of international energy governance. Third, in our research we strive to give insights into 

the domestic energy scenarios and governance structures as well as external energy relations of China, 

India, Brazil and South Africa. Within this focus, we assess different aspects of cooperation in energy 

issues between rising powers and the EU, with specific respect to normative orientation, conflictive 

issues, shortcomings and path dependencies. Finally, we seek to explore rising power’s embeddedness 

in institutions of global energy governance as well as in regional organizations and South-South 

Cooperation (SSC). While our research project “Challenges of European External Energy Governance 

with Emerging Powers” concentrates both on European and rising powers’s perspectives, this paper 

focuses on the specific situation of Brazil, India, China and South Africa within the new power 

geographies of energy governance on a bilateral level, but also as part of an emerging multilateral 

network. 

The following research questions give an overview of the issues we want to address:  

• Which norms and policy styles shape the energy relations between rising powers and the EU?  

• How are rising powers represented in the respective multilateral arenas?  

 

2 Theorizing Energy Governance 

Research on energy relations has to a wide extent been shaped by a realpolitik bias, thereby 

concentrating on energy security issues, but neglecting questions of the actual relationship between 

states and regions, questions of governance and governance failure, and – as an even more striking 

disregard – questions of policy norms, rationalities, knowledge production and problematisations. Yet 

to understand shortcomings and distinctive features of energy relations, a closer look at such 

explanatory factors proves to be fruitful.   
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Therefore, our research is based on constructivist theory – in closer detail on a critical reflection of the 

ongoing debate on “Normative Power Europe” (NPE), which had ignited in answer to Ian Manners’ 

essay “Normative Power Europe – a Contradiction in Terms?” (Manners 2002). In a nutshell, the 

concept claims that the EU’s ongoing search for a new external identity as a major power in a 

multipolar world culminates in developing a unique understanding of power, that replaces the classical 

“hard power-soft power dialectics” with the notion of “normative power”. The analogy between EU-

internal relations and EU-external relations, which the NPE-thesis implies, is built on the assumption 

that the EU can be seen as a community of values – a fact, which not only calls for normatively guided 

foreign policies, but also for the diffusion of these values. A “post-national ethics” (Chandler / Heins 

2007:12) that replaces the boundaries of the nation state and the pursuit of national interests by a 

vision of a cosmopolitan order can be taken as an ideational background. At the core of the EU’s 

normative orientation, the literature identifies the values of democracy, human rights, the rule of law, 

and – since the White Paper on “European Governance” – also “good governance”. Increasingly this 

also affects the formerly non-normative external energy policies, and a shift in energy policy norms 

from pure geopolitics towards a normative triangle combining security, market competition and 

sustainability can count as another move towards normative policies.  

Thus, normative power is not just a regulating and disciplining force. Instead it is productive, as it 

creates certain images, myths, narratives, stories, with the aim of promoting them to other actors. 

Supporting (and pressing for) the adaption of certain norms, normative power privileges distinct 

versions of how the political sphere should actually be shaped, and more: how other actors should act. 

So normative power not just deals with concrete politics and policies, but offers “meta-narratives” 

(Manners 2002) of politics. While normative power is often reduced to the merely functional 

dimension of normative transfer and policy learning, at least three different dimensions can be 

differentiated, when looking at Manner’s work, the EU’s understanding of normative power, and the 

debates that arose in reaction on Manner’s impetus: 

- Normative power as a self-portrayal. Here, normative power marks an end point in the EU’s 

search for an external identity. This understanding of normative power has been stipulated in a 

variety of European communications, green books and not the least in Title V of the 1997 

Treaty of Amsterdam, on the “Provisions on a common foreign and security policy“. Here, it 

states that the EU’s common foreign and securty policy should “safeguard the common values, 

fundamental interests, independence and integrity of the Union in conformity with the 

principles of the United Nations Charter” (ToA, Titel V, Art J1.) 

- Normative power as an instrumental practice: This dimension underlines the EU’s activities as 

a “power through norms”(Orbie 2005 EU’s global role). Orbie demonstrates for the field of 

trade-policy-making how the EU increasingly embeds certain liberal and neoliberal norms into 

her external trade cooperation; culminating in trade policies that serve as carriers of trade 

policy norms. Normative power is therefore a tool for the transfer and implementation of the 

European normative framework abroad or in neighbourhood policies. 

- Normative power as a power over norms, i.e. as the capacity to define certain normative 

assumptions and normative orders. This dimension implies an understanding of power as a 

mainly discursive force, bearing the ability to shape and shift certain discourses.  
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Theorizing on the construction, communication and external meaning of this self-image has proven to 

be a fruitful analytical concept in political science: The notion of the “normative power Europe” 

(NPE) was introduced by Manners (2002), drawing upon other conceptualizations of the EU as a 

“civilian power” (Duchêne 1973, Börzel/Risse 2009) or “soft power” (Nye 2004). Following Manner’s 

impetus, we could witness a vivid debate on the NPE concept (Diez 2005, Sjursen 2006, 

Lucarelli/Manners 2006, Manners 2006a and 2006b). However, as Thomas Diez (Diez 2005) or 

Michael Merlingen (Merlingen 2007) point out, Manners himself falls prey to some circular 

arguments, as he argues, that the EU not only was a normative power but actually should act like one. 

Also Manners’ line of argument bears considerable eurocentric tendencies, namely European 

Exceptionalism, as the possibility of other normative actors is not taken into account, Also, the 

concept of normative transfer is not regarded as a communicative practice, thereby not taking into 

account, that norm transfers are in fact not a one-way street, but a reflexive process that implies 

notable changes of form or content. Thus, the NPE approach has been accused to support forms of  

“othering” (Diez 2005) that tend to portray “the other” as an actor, who is not capable of normative 

ownership himself.These critical notions are even more worth noting, when regarding the declining  or 

at least precarious role of the EU within the new power geographies of external energy relations. Here, 

we might witness a process of redefining political roles, Regarding relations with rising powers or 

developing countries, the external role of the EU and especially the  has only scarcely been the subject 

of research (as an exception see Sicurelli/Scheipers 2008). Yet, this affects not only the bilateral level 

of EU-EP energy relations, but also on the level of multilateral energy relations. Here, the “crisis of 

multilateralism” is even more visible than in climate or trade governance. The existing multilateral 

institutions form a fragmented network, where the audibility of voice is difficult to define.  

Therefore our work strives to  

- critically reflect the external image of the EU from the perspective of Southern actors 

(Lucarelli 2007, Söderbaum Stalgren 2010, Orbie 2008, Laïdi 2008,  

Holland/Chaban/Ryan 2009): To what extend do emerging powers actually accept 

European claims for normative hegemony?  

- open the “normative black box” and not just assume transfers of norms, whose essence 

reamins unchanged. Instead, our aim is to map the meanings and re-interpretations that are 

ascribed to each energy policy norm in the respective relationship. At this point, we also 

aim to address forms of re-interpretation, contestation and resistence towards energy 

policy norms. Here, the concept of “securitization” is also relevant for exploring and 

analyzing the discursive content of energy relations. 

- explore the normativity of rising powers’ foreign policies in the field of energy relations. 

Therefore we follow Nathalie Tocci’s thought-provoking question “Who is a normative 

foreign policy actor?” (Tocci 2008), and aim to widen the concept of “normative power” 

in order to include emerging powers and map their external role, bargaining strategies, 

interpretations and perceptions of external energy policy-making activities.  

- explore to what extend multilateral energy governance reflects certain energy policy norms: 

How do regimes of knowledge production on the multilateral level refer to norms of 

energy security, competition and sustainability?  
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3 Forum Shopping and Fragmentation: Emerging Powers’ Roles in International Energy 

Governance 

International energy governance is but a phantom. While other policy fields give evidence of 

successful international regimes (e.g. ozone), or at least of a regime complex (cf. Keohane/Victor 2010 

for the case of climate governance), in which one arena is interlinked with other fora, international 

energy relations are a more volatile case. 40 years of intensified energy cooperation have led to a 

highly diversified network of international governmental organizations that deal with the regulation of 

energy supplies. In a network analysis on IGO development Bacchini et al. name 24 different 

organisations (Bacchini et al. 2011:3). As paradoxical as it may sound, this state of affairs bears 

tendencies towards depoliticization, fragmentation and decentralization, as the institutional 

concurrence might lead to “forum shopping” as well as to more coherent regional governance 

arrangements. As there is neither a “World Energy Organisation”, nor a political will to establish such 

an institution, the well-known wishful-thinking of global governance advocates does not apply here. 

Moreover, any attempt to explore international energy relations needs to take into account the 

fragmented structure of this policy field. Partly, the recent institutional architecture of energy 

governance reflects changes of the power geographies, as well as thematic changes. Even more it 

mirrors historical path dependencies, such as long-term bilateral resource agreements or realist power 

games, namely the rivalries over oil resources, which led to the founding of both the OPEC and the 

International Energy Agency. Most existing institutions are either limited in their geographical or in 

their thematic scope, as the examples of the Energy Charter Treaty, the OPEC, or else the IAEA and 

IRENA clearly show. Regarding governance structures, most of these institutions still reflect the 

political geographies and technological as well as resource policies of the post-war years, for instance 

a belief in growing demands for energy, an emphasis on the security of supply and high hopes for the 

safe and peaceful use of nuclear energy. Equally controversial issues such as energy poverty, peak oil 

or indirect land use change impacts of biofuels, are slowly making their way into these institutions, 

however they are not yet paralleled by changes of governance structures that would grant more voice 

to emerging economies (cf. Fischedick et al. 2011: 7, Florini/Sovacool 2011). Up to now, multilateral 

energy governance does not yet properly represent the roles, interests and capabilities of newly 

emerging powers. For instance, IEA membership is restricted to OECD members; a fact which not 

only limits energy diplomacy to an elite circle, but also hinders other actors to access the IEA’s 

emergency oil stockpile system and to equally profit from the market mechanisms, the IEA is capable 

to exert in case of emergency. Regional organisations, such as the Latin American Energy 

Organization (known as OLADE, its Spanish acronym), the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 

Energy Working Group or African Energy Commission (a suborganisation of the African Union) do 

not yet fulfil similar functions in terms of directional or structural leadership, institutional strength or 

economic importance. Thus, if we would paint a picture of international energy governance, it would 

resemble of a puzzle with some missing pieces, some duplicate pieces and pieces that are painted in a 

rather anachronistic style. A closer look at the governance architecture, at the “division of labour”and 

at the roles of emerging powers in these institutions will give a more detailed perspective of the 

frictions and fragmentations of multilateral energy governance. 
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The power of (resource) knowledge: the International Energy Agency’s role as a knowledge 

producer 

As energy production, energy distribution and producer-consumer relations have been diversified, the 

role of knowledge production has gained in prominence. Knowledge of energy markets is essential, 

especially in a situation shaped by interdependent and complex energy relations. Within the 

fragmented institutional system, the International Energy Agency has acquired a pivotal role as a 

knowledge producer. While the establishment of the IEA in 1974 was a reaction on the oil crisis, as 

the need for an IGO of oil consuming states should counterbalance the OPEC dominance, the IEA’s 

role and powers cannot be limited to hard power politics (Colgan 2009). With the “World Energy 

Outlook – the authoritative source of energy analysis and projections” the IEA sets certain standards 

of what is regarded to be a fact, figure, problem or viable solution in international energy politics. 

Thereby, the IEA frames political rationalities and problematisations (cf. Merlingen 2006, 2011) as 

well as the political solutions to overcome them. The history of the IEA’s “flagship publication” dates 

back to 1977. The first annual issue was launched in 1994 with the aim to provide “medium and 

longterm prospects for energy demand and supply” and guidance for “further energy developments 

and investment decisions” (IEA 1994:3). In those days, the IEA’s perspective on energy policy was 

limited to the traditional energy sources of oil, gas and coal, and followed the realpolitik thinking of 

“demands”, “stock requirements”, “supplies” and worldwide “balance”. A subdivision of worldwide 

energy needs into OECD, Former Soviet Union and “Rest of the world” gives way to the assumption 

that considerable changes in the global economic order are not expected. While growing demands for 

oil and gas are predicted, resource scarcity is not yet addressed as such; instead a call for new 

investments is considered to be sufficient for satifying the OECD’s needs (IEA 1994). The reliance on 

fossil fuels is regarded to be almost absolute, yet this dependency is not viewed as a potential threat. 

Renewables together with nuclear energy do not serve as alternatives for a post-carbon age, but come 

in handy as a cure against carbondioxide emissions (IEA 1998: 17).  

The economic model, the WEOs of the late 1990s are based on, is called a “business as usual 

projection” (IEA 1998:24) that gives advice for “a world where no new energy and climate policies 

were introduced” (IEA 2000: 3). In those days, thinking in different scenarios obviously was not a 

viable option of looking at potential futures for world energy. “Crisis” as a topos virtually does not 

exist; instead the WEOs tend to speak of uncertainties (such as population growth, technical change or 

extraction costs) which can be conquered by better modelling. Technical change in this sense 

resembles the “invisible hand” – a force that “will continue to develop, yielding increasing reserves 

and low production” (IEA 1998: 23). 

In later years, these appraisals were gradually revised in favour of scenario approaches speaking for 

instance of a “current policies scenario” and a “new policies scenario” (IEA 2011:39). However a bias 

towards fossil fuels and Western needs persisted. While climate change becomes a prominent issues, 

the understanding of climate change and the suggested implications for action (e.g. cap-and-trade 

schemes and carbon taxes extended to non-OECD countries, cutting of fossil fuels subsidies) prioritize 

prevention and management over resilience and adaptation. Thus, problem perceptions still tend to 

concentrate on the OECD world, whereas issues such as “energy poverty”, “land use change”, 

“outsourcing of energy-intense production”, “vulnerabilities to price volatility” or “vulnerability to 

climate change” are only scarcely addressed (IEA 2011:Ch6; IEA 2011: CH13).  
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The perception of emerging powers changes slowly after the turn of the millennium. China gets 

addressed due to growing economic importance and energy needs, followed by India, while other 

emerging powers are only addressed as part of the regional projections. Yet their role is underrated, 

both in terms of technological power or energy needs, as the WEO for instance assumes for the case of 

India that the installed infrastructure capacity would always rise faster than the GDP (IEA 1998). To 

deal with growing energy needs, an increase in foreign direct investment and the liberalisation of 

investment conditions are regarded to be viable and sufficient options.  

Overall the WEO’s view on emerging economies remains limited to technical facts of energy needs, 

accessible resources and infrastructure. The WEOs deal with emerging economices on an individually 

basis, but do not focus on energy relations between them or between emerging economies and OECD 

states. This individual approach neglects “the political” (not to mention socio-economic aspects) as 

such, as political dialogue on energy and climate issues, prospects of coalition-building, benefits and 

challenges of cooperation on technology policies are disregarded. 

In fact questions of political cooperation with emerging economies are addressed for the first time in 

2007. Since then, the tone of the WEOs changes, as the finite nature of resources is accepted. Urgent 

needs for change are eventually regarded as political issues that need political and not merely 

technological responses. In the press release of 2007, the economic growth rates of India and China 

are framed as “global energy challenges (IEA 2007), and their energy needs are regarded to be 

“alarming”. Similarly in 2008 the WEO states that “the world’s energy system is at a crossroads. 

Current global trends in energy supply and consumption are patently unsustainable — 

environmentally, economically, socially. But that can — and must — be altered; there’s still time to 

change the road we’re on” (IEA 2008). This being said, the WEO continues to be optimistic, but calls 

for “a major decarbonisation”. Thus, the roles of emerging economies and the possibilities of political 

and technological cooperation are regarded to be “critical”. This shift from an underrated role to a 

crucial one comes late, and is paralleled by a shift towards thinking in political terms.  While this 

could be taken as a hopeful move, still the role of the emerging economies in the WEO is not of the 

same value but reminds more of a source of irritation. For instance the “invention” of “consumer 

states” does not take into account to what extend the outsourcing of energy-intense industries during 

the 1990s accounts to the energy demands especially in the case of China. Balancing energy needs on 

an individual basis neglects the strong economic interdependencies of OECD and emerging economies 

alike; thus questions of responsibilities become blurred and run the risk of being see-sawed between 

old and new power blocs, similar to the tragic habits of climate diplomacy. Also the roles of Brazil and 

South Africa for coalition-building activities, intermediation or triangular cooperation are significantly 

underplayed, despite the successful diplomatic activities both countries showed for instance at the 

Copenhagen and Durban summits. Basically this means that the potentials and capacities of emerging 

economies for energy governance are underrated, and the governance of scarce energy resources is not 

regarded to be a common issue. To change this, an understanding of energy relations as a multipolar 

relationship that values emerging economies’ capacities and specific needs would have to be 

developed.   
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Norms for the ‘old boys’ network’ – or for the ‘new kids on the block’? In search of normative 

standards for international energy governance 

Despite – or precisely because of the fragemented governance structures, some attempts to develop 

and incorporate normative standards for energy relations can be noted. The most prominent one – the 

Energy Charter Treaty (ECT) – gives evidence of both a successful “normative contagion”, but also of 

inherent shortcomings and eventual normative erosion. The ECT was founded in 1991 with the aim to 

create a plurinational institution that would allow a transition of the energy relations with the former 

Warsaw alliance. To guarantee security of supply despite greater interdependence, the ECT members 

agreed on a set of rules and regulations, which are closely connected to the WTO’s trade norms. This 

resulted in the following provisions for energy policies: 

- Protection of foreign investment in the field of energy by extending the norms of national 

treatment and most favoured nation treatment 

- non-discriminatory conditions for trade in energy materials, products and energy-related 

equipment, and provisions to ensure reliable cross-border energy transit flows through pipelines, grids 

and other means of transportation 

- Dispute settlement and arbitration procedures 

- Promotion of energy efficiency and attempts to minimise the environmental impact of energy 

production and use. 

Over a period of twenty years the number of members expanded slightly, but non-OECD countries 

such as China, Iran, Venezuela or Nigeria remained in an observer status. In 2005 the Indian 

government considered signing the Energy Charter Treaty, as this would facilate pipeline projects with 

Iran, Turkmenistan and Pakistan, but in the end India abstained from signing (Wagner 2006, Westphal 

2011).  

Yet, attempts to expand the ECT failed and with the withdrawal of Russia on July 30, 2009, the 

relevance of the ECT has dropped considerably. In any case, the attractiveness of the ECT for 

emerging economies is discussed controversially. While the linkage made between energy relations 

and WTO rules could be taken as a clever move with the aim of “taming” energy relations, this 

strategy sounds less alluring from the perspective of emerging economies, especially those with an 

export interest (cf. Ghosh 2011, Xu 2011): The promotion of WTO rules results in a bias towards free 

competition, which means that quantitative restrictions on exports are prohibited under GATT 1994. 

Some exemptions are allowed, for instance for critical shortages of essential products (Article 

XI:2(a)), conservation of exhaustible natural resources (Article XX(g)), availability of essential 

supplies to a domestic processing industry (Article XX(i)), and acquisition or distribution of products 

in short supply (Article XX(j)). Yet the GATT provisions still allow export duties; a loophole which 

the ECT tried to close. Thus the prohibition of export duties by the ECT (Article 29(4)) goes further 

than the WTO rules do, and the prohibition of export duties is even extended to non-WTO members of 

the ECT (Article 29(6)). Another example touches the field of services liberalization. While the energy 

services industry (e.g. managing infrastructure such as grids, pricing system, energy transits or 

pipeline management) is largely not covered adequately by the WTO’s GATS agreement, the ECT 

seeks to extend GATT clauses (most prominently MFN and national treatment) to energy services in 

order to regulate and liberalize energy transport monopolies (Articles 10(6), 10(1)). These examples 
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illustrate that security of supply is underplayed in the ECT. For emerging economies with a strong 

interest in the security of supply this means that alternative institutions are needed. As Xu points out 

for the case of China, the creation of a regional organisation for governing transnational energy issues 

is more likely than an intensified cooperation under the umbrella of the ECT (Xu 2011).  Regional 

agreements offer more flexibilities and often imply greater normative coherence.  

Thus beyond the ECT a further diversification into regional regimes that share and implement 

common rules and regulations for energy access and supply is likely to happen. In contrast to 

relatively weak Latin American and Southern African cases, the Asian region has actually seen a 

history of regional energy arrangements, be it the Council on Petroleum in 1976, or the Petroleum 

Security Agreement in 1986, which worked as a binding treaty in order to react on oil shortfalls 

cooperatively. Within ASEAN, energy activities included a Trans-ASEAN Gas Pipeline, a Trans-

ASEAN Power Grid and a Forum on Coal. While the idea of an “Energy Club” based at the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organisation as had been suggested by Vladimir Putin in 2006 had been a subject of 

diplomatic concerns for the Western world, the later SCO meetings did not perpetuate this project 

(Matusov 2007). Yet, while such forms of “regime shifting” seem rational for the countries involved, 

each shift also implies a competition over norms, a new challenge for legitimacy and new obstacles for 

civil society.  

  

Renewables as the new institutional bracket? The International Renewable Energy Agency 

The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), situated at Abu Dhabi, is the youngest actor in 

the club of international energy institutions, being established only in early 2009. Despite its nascent 

status it has attracted 88 members, and 68 further states, who have not yet ratified IRENA’s statutes.  

Figure 1: IRENA Member States and Signatories / Applicants 

 

 Members of the Agency 

 Signatories/applicants for membership    Source: IRENA, http://www.irena.org 

 

The short history of IRENA, conceived as a “post-Rio, non-UN institution” (IISD  ENB 2011) dates 

back to some early initiatives by the NGO Eurosolar, backed by the Renewables 2004 conference, but 
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the preparatory process gained momentum only from 2008 onwards. Florini, Van de Graf and Lesage 

(Florini/Sovacool 2011, Van de Graf/Lesage 2009) argue that the establishment of the IRENA is a 

result of dissatisfaction with the IEA’s habit of downplaying renewable energies. IEA’s loss of 

credibility can be dated back to the period between 2003 and 2007, when support for renewable 

energies gained momentum, but was widely ignored by the IEA’s public activities. On the initiative of 

Spain, Denmark and Germany the decision was made to create IRENA, despite of the concern that 

another single-issue energy institution might isolate the case of renewables once more, so that a 

specialized mandate would indeed be a counter-intuitive move. 

IRENA’s mandate is outlined in the statutes, where the members commit themselves to 

- promote the widespread and increased adoption and use of renewable energy with a view to 

sustainable development [and] 

- affirm their desire to establish an international organisation for renewable energy, that 

facilitates the cooperation between its Members, while also establishing a close collaboration 

with existing organisations that promote the use of renewable energy (IRENA Statutes 2009). 

However, the concrete aims are not limited to the promotion of renewable energy technologies, but are 

part of a comprehensive approach that seeks to link social and ecological aspects, i.e. 

- enhancing energy security 

- reducing greenhouse gas emissions and mitigating climate change 

- alleviating energy poverty 

- supporting sustainable development, and 

- boosting economic growth (http://www.irena.org).  

While it is still too early to rate IRENA’s role as an international actors, it seems striking that unlike 

other international energy institutions IRENA appears to be more attractive for developing countries 

and emerging economies. The application process and decision-making structures are low-threshold 

(especially when compared with the voting system of IEA that is still based on the amount of oil 

consumption in the early 1970s) and allow membership fast and easily. This “softer degree of 

institutionalization” (Hirschl 2008:4414) could allow for policy diffusions on a horizontal and 

transnational level, while having positive effects also for international energy governance.   

Other factors may lie in the growing awareness of decarbonization, and the resulting pressure on 

politicians. Hopes for technology transfer might be a more specific explanatory factor for developing 

countries to engage in IRENA. While Brazil is not yet an official member, the country makes 

remarkable use of IRENA’s structure in order to multiply networking on biofuels. Brazil and South 

Africa have also helped to set the topic of energy poverty on IRENA’s agenda.  

As IISD puts it, IRENA is currently “at a crossroads” (IISD ENB 2011). The organization still has to 

find a clear focus and a well-shaped agenda in order to make a difference in energy governance. 

Different institutional profiles might be viable, ranging from a development focus to knowledge 

production, to policy consultancy or else to a role as a financial catalyst. Linkages between these 

different paths might add to the unique profile of IRENA, nevertheless the annual budget of 25 – 30 

US$ million might not back the last option. Also the search for a place in the fragmented system of 
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energy governance is yet to start, but concerning the loose structure of energy governance IRENA 

should be capable to close some governance gaps here. One of the advantages of not being part of the 

UN system (but having gained observer status in 2011) might be the possibility to build up relations 

with civil society and renewable energy companies more easily. Whether IRENA could or should 

stand as a counterbalance to organizations such as the the IEA or the International Energy Forum 

remains to be seen.  

 

4 China, India, Brazil and South Africa 

“China and other emerging economies will shape the global energy future – where will their policy 

decisions lead us?” (IEA World Energy Outlook 2011). World energy demand is projected to increase 

significantly by 2035, mainly due to the economic growth, outsourcing of energy-intense industrial 

production and change in consumer habits in the major emerging powers. Thus, knowledge of 

markets, policies, bargaining strategies and decision-making procedures of these countries is vital to 

constructively shape EU external energy relations. Through their recent economic development as 

major powers in the international economy, China, India, Brazil and South Africa face similar 

challenges in energy issues, despite all country specific differences. On the one hand, energy intensive 

economic sectors have risen and an increasing middle class is consuming more energy than before. On 

the other hand, large parts of the (rural) population are still struggling to meet their energy demands. 

The internal discrepancies and inequalities lead to energy poverty, whilst the uprising economic 

sectors strive to exploit the energy potential that lies within the countries, respectively in their external 

energy relations. Meeting this balancing act remains a significant challenge for all four countries that 

needs to be considered when analyzing energy relations with third countries. Thus, in this chapter our 

main aim is to assess the respective country’s energy situation and policy, its foreign policy norms as 

well as the respective normative content of the energy relations with the EU and finally, their 

engagement in the international energy system and in South-South Cooperation (SSC). 

 

China – competitor for scarce resources or partner in global energy governance? 

During the last years China’s energy consumption has increased substantially, it has overcome the 

USA as the world’s largest energy consumer and will soon also rise as the world’s largest emitter of 

greenhouse gases. Particularly, this becomes obvious in the coal consumption as China’s energy sector 

displays continuing dependence on coal. The volume of China's coal imports more than tripled in 2009 

from a year earlier (China Daily, 10.2.2010) even though China is having the third largest coal 

reserves worldwide. Related to the overall energy consumption it can be stated, that there is an 

increasing gap between China’s energy consumption and production which is continuously widening. 

Since 1993, China became a net energy importer (Fan He/Donghai Qin 2006). China’s energy 

consumption at the same time is characterized by two features: First, it is highly inefficient due to 

long-time subsidized energy consumption. Second, especially the high consumption of coal has raised 

enormous environmental problems and costs which is slowly realized by the Chinese authorities and 

has created the dilemma between growth and environment policy targets (Fischer 2011). Thus, 

confronting the twin challenges of energy security and climate change requires strong governance 

structures in China (Kong 2011). The role as a net importer of energy has created China’s self-
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perception of a high energy insecurity based on energy resources in the Middle East, Russia, Central 

Asia and Africa.  

Figure 2: China’s primary energy consumption by fuel 

  

Source: Fischer 2011 

The fragmented energy sector in China is characterized by a multiplicity of actors and institutions 

involved in the policy making process on at least three different levels: the central government, local 

and provincial governments as well as state-owned enterprises (SOEs). First, the general framework of 

the country’s energy policy is defined by the political leaders of the Chinese central government 

according to its overall macroeconomic goals. Between 1993 and 2003 the fragmentation of the 

national energy administration has been high and has enhanced especially since the National Coal 

Industry Bureau and the National Petrochemical Industry Bureau were revoked and responsibilities 

have been distributed to other ministries. In 2003 the Energy Bureau under the National Development 

and Reform Commission (NDRC) was created in order to centralize planning and control under one 

institutional framework. To overcome the Energy Bureau’s lack of authority China set up the National 

Energy Leading Group (NELG) in 2005, composed of 13 members, from the NDRC and other key 

ministries, which is in charge of energy strategies and major policies, the development and 

conservation of energy resources, energy security and emergency responses, as well as energy 

cooperation with foreign organisations (Yu 2010: 2163). The administrative support is provided by the 

subordinate ministerial State Energy Office (SEO), while the NDRC Energy Bureau still retains its 

functions on policy implementation. Nevertheless, it seems that the NELG is not able to deprive from 

the influence of the national oil companies (NOCs) and ministries (and especially the NDRC). The 

failure to establish an Energy Ministry in March 2008 which in future could have enhanced leverage is 

one proof of the strength especially of the NDRC (Meiden et al 2009: 595). Yet, recently the Chinese 

leadership has endorsed the thought of creating an Energy-Super-Ministry by 2013 again 

(Baumgartner / Godehardt 2012). In his article on China’s energy governance, Bo Kong (2011: 54) 

gives an impressive overview of the 16 ministerial-level bureaucracies germane to the Chinese energy 

sector and their responsibilities.  

Second, with the decentralization of energy administration, local governments are increasingly gaining 

autonomy in energy politics. Hence, provincial and city governments together with local state-owned 

enterprises (SOEs) are further actors in the institutional framework for Chinese energy governance. 

Under the new fiscal regime, local governments are liable for their own economic growth and thus 
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regard the central government’s energy politics within this context. If a central energy policy is 

beneficial for local governments, they are more motivated to perform accordingly. Whilst vice versa, if 

a central policy is to the detriment for local governments and requires sacrifices, they might 

underperform (Kong 2011: 55). 

China’s dependency on energy imports still has increased, which was acknowledged in the White 

Paper on Diplomacy of 2008, in which the first chapter addresses energy security (Umbach 2010: 46). 

Thus, China’s energy strategies tend to rely on efforts to achieve energy autarky on the one side and 

actively build strategic bilateral relations with oil-producing countries. A strong role in this “going-

out” strategy and in China’s energy politics in general, is played by the Chinese state-owned 

enterprises (SOEs) and its national oil companies (NOCs) which comprise the third set of actors in 

Chinese energy policies. The strong links of these NOCs to the central government would at first 

imply the image of puppets performing according to the demands of the master. Yet, these SOEs are 

increasingly growing to be more independent and by being listed in international stock exchanges and 

having international senior managements as well as internationally educated Chinese mangers, they 

are exposed to influences of other actors than the state (ibid: 125). Due to the course of reforms, 

decentralization processes and China’s fragmented energy governance with a lack of one line ministry 

for energy specific issues, the Chinese central government is losing control over its SOEs. 

Furthermore, the links between state control and SOEs are often strong, as can be exemplified in the 

case of the State Electricity Regulatory Commission (SERC) which resides in the same building as the 

China State Grid Corporation, the company it is supposed to control (Kong 2011: 55). Whilst, there 

are still strong links between SOEs and the central government, it would be misleading to overestimate 

state influence on these internationalizing actors in the global energy market. SOEs are increasingly 

shaping their own agendas according to the rules of the international market and “have to balance 

operational losses and state imperatives” (ibid.).  

For the normative orientation of China’s energy policy fundamental shifts have to be noted. In the 

1990ies substantial changes for China’s energy policy took place as the country had undergone a 

phase of rapid economic growth followed by the Asian financial crisis which also affected China. The 

rise of energy consumption at the same time turned China into a net oil importer. The government 

responded to these changes and acknowledged that to secure the supply of energy is a key priority for 

the energy sector. With respect to security of supply the key priority appears to have been to maintain 

adequate energy supply to support economic growth (Meidan et al 2009: 603). In this period energy 

efficiency was subordinated to the policy goal number 1: energy supply, followed by environmental 

protection at the very end of the list of government priorities within the energy sector. Institutionally, 

within the government institutions the issue of energy was fragmented. All the energy industries were 

restructured in 1992, when the economy opened up through the declaration by the Communist Party to 

establish a ‘socialist market economy’ envisaging the future WTO access. Thus, China’s energy 

foreign policy has expanded in the 1990ies and established new relations with countries China did not 

or only had kept few relations due to its new status as a net energy importer. In these relations energy 

security was the dominating frame of its foreign energy policy.  

The change in China’s energy policy came with the shift in government 2003, when Hu Jintao and 

Wen Jiabao took over power and brought a new vision and policy approach into China’s governance. 

In the energy sector, the change was rapid: in 2003 the Energy Bureau was created, followed by the 
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Leading Group on energy with its own State Energy office and consultations with think tanks.1 With 

the change the sustainable use of energy was introduced as a new key priority for China’s energy 

policy (Yu 2010: 2161).  

“China now leads the world in hydropower generation, wind power instalment, solar water heater 

usage, photovoltaic cells manufacturing, nuclear power plant construction, and advanced coal fleet” 

(Kong 2011: 62). The world’s largest producers of wind turbines and solar cells are Chinese 

companies, which translates into 50% of global manufacturing in both sectors. China has invested US 

$54.4 billion in its clean energy sector and is thus coined by Kong (2011: 62) with the rise of the 

“global clean energy superpower”. It remains to be seen, how this normative shift translates into 

reality as there are still major problems with the feed in of renewables into the Chinese power grids. 

 

China-EU energy relations 

China is the EU's second trading partner behind the USA and the biggest source of imports. The EU is 

China's biggest trading partner. The bilateral relations of the EU and the People’s Republic of China 

started in the mid 1970ies and have broadened over the years through the instrument of sectoral 

dialogues which cover a wide range of topics. The issue of energy is one of the oldest issues which has 

been institutionalized within such a dialogue in 1994. It is based on annual working group meetings 

and a bi-annual conference on EU-China energy cooperation. Key steps in EU-China relations have 

been: 

Figure 3: Timeline of EU-China relations 1978-2011 

 

                Source: author’s own visualization 

It is noteworthy that energy was initially framed within economic cooperation and listed among seven 

economic fields (Council Regulation (EEC) No 2616/85 of 16 September 1985) with a strong link to 

                                                 
1 For the energy policy field especially the Development Research Centre of the State Council and the NDRC 
Energy Research Institute are of relevance. They produced the two most authoritative reports on the main 
priorities for China’s energy policy in 2004, at the request of Wen Jiabao: the National Energy Strategy and 
Policy Report (Beijing: Development Research Center, 2004); and the Medium and Long Term Energy 
Conservation Plan (Beijing: NDRC, 2004). 
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market issues. With its Communication “Building a Comprehensive Partnership with China” (COM 

1998), the Commission laid down its fundamental aim for the EU-China relationship. The 

Communication, the resulting Council conclusions and the Report on the Implementation of the 

Communication (COM 2000) stressed the Union’s fundamental interest in strengthening relations with 

China and worked out five aims: (1) Engaging China further, through an upgraded political dialogue, 

in the international community; (2) Supporting China's transition to an open society based upon the 

rule of law and the respect for human rights; (3) Integrating China further in the world economy by 

bringing it more fully into the world trading system and by supporting the process of economic and 

social reform underway in the country, including in the context of sustainable development; (4) 

Making better use of existing European resources; (5) Raising the EU's profile in China. The following 

strategy clearly shows that the energy issue is linked to the competitiveness frame as well as the 

sustainability norm (COM 2001). In reaction of a change in government and new Chinese leadership 

generation which took office in March 2003 the Commission launched another policy-paper on “A 

maturing partnership - shared interests and challenges in EU-China relations”, which was embedded in 

the wider EU-Asia strategy of 2001 (COM 2001a). The paper in addition wanted to strengthen the 

importance of the EU-China relationship in the light of a forthcoming Chinese policy paper where the 

Chinese side intended to reflect on the China-EU relationship. Again in the paper the EU reflected on 

the increasingly strong role of China in the world economy and thus strongly addresses the 

competitiveness frame in the paper as a whole and when it comes to the energy part. As in the 2001 

report it is partly linked to the sustainability frame.  

The policy paper “China’s EU Policy” issued by the State Council in 2003 was the first of its kind to 

develop an explicit strategy towards another world region and states the importance that China 

attributes to good relations with the EU. It highlights the importance of EU-China cooperation in 

various areas and the principles of mutual respect, trust and benefit, reciprocity and shared goals. 

Among other policy fields, it addresses energy and states: “China-EU cooperation will be expanded in 

such fields as energy structure, clean energy, renewable energy, and energy efficiency and saving. 

Exchanges on energy development policies will be promoted. Efforts will be made to ensure a 

successful EU-China Energy Conference. The energy working group mechanism will be strengthened. 

Training on energy technology and cooperation in demonstration projects will be boosted to promote 

application and transfer of technology.” 

Three ways to enter the EU-China energy dialogues could be witnessed over time. First, a classical 

top-down approach, where the Chinese Premier Minister and the President of the European 

Commission decide on enhanced cooperation in a specific energy issue. The political decision is then 

transferred to the respective EU COM Directorate Generals who are responsible for the 

implementation of the dialogue. Thus, the EU-China Summits play a vital role for the agenda of 

cooperation in energy issues. Second, a request from the European industry can be expressed to the 

European Commission/ the Commissioner for Energy. Next step is a demarche to the Chinese 

ministries and finally, funding needs to be procured to enhance dialogue and specific cooperation 

projects. Third, a request from the Chinese side, e.g. the State Electricity Regulatory Commission 

(SERC) to learn from European experiences can be expressed. 

The year 2006 marked another step in the EU-China relations. The background was twofold: the 

stalemate of the Doha Development Round and the first Russian-Ukrainian gas conflict. The EU 
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started to go for a new generation of “competitiveness driven” bilateral trade agreements targeting 

especially China, India, Russia and the Mercosur. Here the first time the security norm is addressed: 

“Ensure secure and sustainable energy supplies. As important players in world energy markets, the EU 

and China share a common interest and responsibility in ensuring the security and sustainability of 

energy supplies, improving efficiency and mitigating the environmental impact of energy production 

and consumption. The EU’s priority should be to ensure China’s integration into world energy markets 

and multilateral governance mechanisms and institutions as well as to encourage China to become an 

active and responsible energy partner” (COM 2006).2  

Overall, it is obvious that the EU-China Cooperation is addressing all the three norms of the EU’s 

energy policy. Whereas in the beginning the energy dialogue was very much framed by the market and 

as such by the competitiveness norm, since more or less the year 2000 the competitiveness norm has 

been slowly linked with environmental issues. Throughout the last years, both the security and the 

sustainability norm have gained prominence. However, the sustainability norm is very closely linked 

to energy security issues and in nearly all the documents appears interlocked. 

 

China’s engagement in the international energy system and in South-South cooperation  

China’s engagement in the international energy system is of mutual interest for China’s energy and 

climate change related interests and the international community. Kong (2011: 56) identifies four core 

Chinese interests:  

1. Access to energy and energy markets abroad,  
2. Access to advanced technologies,  
3. Access to investment opportunities for increasingly internationalized Chinese energy 

companies,  
4. Reducing the geopolitical risk for China’s effort to acquire energy supplies, energy 

technologies and energy investment opportunities abroad through engaging the international 
system. 

 

China remains outside the world’s most important multilateral energy institutions, which are 

dominated by Western countries and restrictive in granting membership (ibid.). The PRC does not 

meet the restrictive rules to IEA membership. Yet, thoughts on bending IEA rules and including other 

emerging powers, such as India, Brazil and South Africa are currently being expressed. Even if the 

IEA would grant membership to China, it is unclear if this is in line with Chinese policies and would 

be accepted, as the institution is perceived as part of the “old-boys network” of Western countries. 

Thus, membership could impact its relations with other developing countries, especially in climate 

negotiations and its foreign aid policies.  

 

The governance clubs of the G8+5 and G20 are further relevant international fora for energy relations. 

China actively participates in the G8+5 since the Gleneagles Summit and is a core member of the G20. 

Whilst it is illusionary that China could and would join the G8, the G20 is not likely to gain the same 

international standing and power as the eight leading Western economies. Rather it serves a 

coordinating function and has no implementing power, and lacks democratic legitimacy even more 

                                                 
2 In the press notice energy security is even mentioned at first place (COM 2006a) 
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than the abovementioned multilateral institutions. China has at times participated in other international 

fora, such as the International Energy Forum (IEF) or within the UN framework and is a member of 

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). 

 

Yet, China clearly favours regional and bilateral cooperation in energy issues. Table 1 gives a 

comprehensive overview of China’s engagement in different international, regional and bilateral 

energy cooperation fora. As not all can be discussed within the scope of this paper, the Forum on 

China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) will be treated as an example for inter-regional- / South-South 

cooperation. The EU-China dialogue as further example for bilateral cooperation with industrialized 

countries has already been discussed at length above.  

 

Table 1: China’s involvement in global, regional and bilateral energy institutions 

 

Source: Kong 2011: 58 
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Besides the Asia-Europe Economic Cooperation (APEC) - which plays an important role for energy 

relations - on an intra-regional level, the Forum for Africa-China Cooperation (FOCAC) which was 

founded in 2000 in Beijing, is part of China’s energy strategy within the scope of South-South 

Cooperation (SSC). China is by far the largest SSC financier in the infrastructure sector (transport, 

energy, telecommunications) with total commitments estimated at US $5 billion in 2010. Within the 

China Africa Development Fund (CADF), US$ 400 million were lent to eleven African recipients 

(Department of Economic Cooperation and Social Affairs: 2010).   

 

Typical for China’s engagement in the African resource sector are ‘package deals’. These are made up 

of an economic agreement, which is usually based on resource extraction concessions, loans, and 

certain development projects (mostly infrastructure), meaning a combination of all three aspects. On 

demand of the State Council every budgetary year a basket is set aside to be allocated to foreign aid. 

These funds are disbursed as grants (in kind), interest subsidies for interest-free and concessional 

loans3, or are spent to provide technical assistance, as required (Davies et al. 2008: 1). Furthermore, 

He Wenping4 pointed out that China has increased its scope and speed of aid in Africa. In contrast to 

the long list that Western donors would have to consider, she only names three principles of Chinese 

aid in Africa: 

a) No-strings attached policy, meaning no conditionalities.  

b) Focus on bilateral assistance: China has embassies in all 48 African countries which accept the 

one-China policy.  

c) Focus on “hardware” construction, whilst OECD focuses on “software5”. 

 

In order to satisfy its energy hunger provoked by rapid economic growth, it is often claimed that China 

pursues a well-coordinated government approach towards resource rich countries. Different 

perceptions stem from the authoritarian nature of the Chinese government, the state ownership of 

China’s oil companies, and the country’s growing demand for oil (Downs 2007: 48). It is true 

however, that Chinese government officials pave the way for investments through high-level visits and 

talks with African heads of state, the so called “charm offensive” (Kurlantzick 2007). China is unique 

in its approach to Africa as policies rely heavily on the active involvement and cooperation of Chinese 

corporations. The Chinese government promotes business ties with Africa by providing information, 

coordination mechanisms, and financial assistance for Chinese companies and investors in Africa (Gill 

/ Reilly 2007: 39). Its go-out strategy is designed to develop corporations’ technological skills, exploit 

China’s comparative advantages, open new markets abroad, and others. The FOCAC summits have 

facilitated trade and investment between the two regions (ibid.: 40). Most companies going to Africa 

operate in the oil and mineral extraction sector, construction, manufacturing, communication, 

agriculture or trading (Rocha 2006: 32). Hence, the planning is in the hands of Chinese companies, but 

strongly supported by different government agencies which is seen by most corporations as the second 

most-important factor in their choice of investment, after the pursuit for new markets (Broadman 

2007: 305). 

                                                 
3 For definition & project cycle see China EXIM Bank: http://english.eximbank.gov.cn/business/government.jsp 
4 European Development Days, November 17th 2008, Strasbourg.  
5 The norms and principles of the Paris Declaration as well as conditionalities of good governance and human 
rights can be considered as “software”, whilst the Chinese approach of delivering infrastructure etc. is meant 
with the term “hardware”. 
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Many scholars argue that China’s oil companies are taking over the continent, and locking Western 

companies out from Africa. Erica Downs (2007: 43) counters this myth by saying that these analysts 

concentrate on the wide scope of African countries in which China’s national oil companies (NOCs) 

have acquired assets and conclude that China is winning the race for oil exploration and production on 

the continent. Yet, the reality is quite different as China is only a major player in the Sudanese and 

Angolan oil industry and to a lesser extent in Nigeria. Most of the assets held by China’s NOC are of a 

size and quality of little interest to international oil companies (IOCs). In fact, many of these assets 

were offered to IOCs first, but renounced. IOCs such as Exxon, Total, Shell, Chevron and BP still hold 

major shares in the African oil business and Chinese production and asset value are minor in 

comparison. Downs (2007: 44) states that the commercial value of Chinese oil investments in Africa is 

just eight percent of the combined commercial value of the IOCs investments in African oil and three 

percent of all companies invested in African oil. Furthermore, China’s African oil deposits are smaller 

than those of Brazilian Petrobras and Malaysian Petronas, meaning that it is not even the largest 

emerging power in African oil business. With the exploration of more oil fields, China’s position as 

small player and latecomer could change slightly in the sense, that Chinese NOCs are often more 

competitive than Western companies as they are backed by financial support from Beijing and offer 

attractive package deals.  

  

Conclusion: China – competitor for scarce resources or partner in global energy governance? 

Taking up the title of this sub-chapter and attempting a preliminary answer on the basis of the 

aforementioned aspects, the answer to the question if China is a competitor for resources or partner in 

global energy governance can only be: both. Due to its growing energy demand, China’s foreign and 

energy policy has concentrated on gaining access to resources on the one hand, and on actively 

shaping international fora, building strategic partnerships with different world regions and bilateral 

agreements with strategically important countries, makes it a valuable and extremely important partner 

in global energy governance. It will be difficult to overcome fragmentation in international energy 

governance without engaging China.  Furthermore, energy supply and as such energy security is still 

dominating the frame of the Chinese normative orientation. Nevertheless, “China has increasingly 

emphasized the pursuit of energy efficiency (with a plan to reduce energy consumption per unit of 

GDP by 18% in 5 years) and the need to protect its own environment” (Godement 2008). The norm of 

competitiveness is only addressed if necessary, e.g. in the accession period into WTO. For the recent 

years of China’s foreign policy style it was stated that China has been able to adapt its foreign policy 

to its domestic development strategy (Zweig/Jianhai 2005). It uses a variety of policy instruments, 

including the encouragement of state-controlled companies to seek out exploration and supply 

contracts with countries that produce oil, gas, and other resources. At the same time, Beijing addresses 

the governments of those countries with diplomacy, trade deals, debt forgiveness, and aid packages 

(Hanson 2008). 
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India – (normative) energy tiger? 

Besides China, India is the second Asian giant with rising energy demand to sustain its ambitious 

target of 8-10% growth per annum in its GDP. Thus, India is in desperate need of substantial growth in 

primary energy and electricity supply. At the same time, India has to satisfy its various internal 

constituencies and strives to assert its role as an emerging power – also in climate policies – on a 

global level. Whilst India’s growing economy is consuming the lion’s share of energy, 70% of India’s 

population relies on biomass to cook and 56% lack access to electricity. This leads to a quite 

contradictory picture: India is a major producer and consumer of energy worldwide while at the same 

time being a chronically energy-short country with low levels of consumption per capita (Dubash 

2011: 68). Coal and gas together amount for about 50% of India’s energy supply, followed by oil and 

biomass, whilst renewables (wind, solar, geothermal, hydro) only constitute 2% and nuclear energy 

1% (IEA 2009). 

Figure 4: Total Energy Consumption in India, By Type (2009) 

 Source: IEA 2010 

Currently India relies heavily on its vast coal reserves, which is likely to continue and is basically due 

to the abundantly available domestic coal resources with better security and competitive prices. 

However, estimates have shown that at the current energy consumption of the growing economy 

Indian domestic coal will only last for approximately the next 35 years. India’s energy strategy first 

and foremost aims at utilizing all available domestic resources to the optimal output, including also 

hydro power, oil and gas, nuclear energy, biofuels and other renewable energies. The overall aim of 

energy security is being increasingly knit together with clean energy to open institutional opportunities 

(Dubash 2011: 66). Yet, India’s strong interest in renewable energies also stems from an economic 

motivation and in good energy relations with industrialized countries. This is motivated by several 

reasons: first, the transfer of technologies which could enhance energy security; second, the 

continuation of projects within the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and third, strengthening its 

international role as an equal partner in climate negotiations (Dubash 2009). 

India’s government structure of energy bureaucracy is highly fragmented with the Planning 

Commission, the Department of Atomic Energy, the Bureau of Energy Efficiency and the four energy 
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ministries playing a major role: the Ministry of Power, Ministry of Coal, Ministry of New and 

Renewable Energies (MNRE), Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas. Furthermore, independent 

regulatory authorities for electricity, oil and gas as well as coal have been established within the last 

decade (Dubash 2011: 68). Coordination between these various bodies is insufficient, even though the 

Planning Commission strives to assert control over the others. Furthermore, state-owned enterprises 

(SOEs) are important actors in Indian energy policies with Coal India Limited, the national Oil and 

Natural Gas Commission and the State Electricity Boards being the most important ones (ibid.: 69). 

State-owned Coal India Limited is the largest coal producing company in the world, the second-largest 

employer in the world and the largest employer in the country (Coal India Homepage 2012).  

Following Tocci’s assumption that each state bases its foreign policy on certain norms, it has to be 

mentioned at this point that India shares some norms with the EU, but is basing its foreign policy on 

norms that derive from its engagement in the Non-Aligned Movement and as representative of the 

global South in demanding a new international economic order to the benefit of poorer countries 

(Tocci 2008). These are e.g. India’s strong anti-imperial stance which also influences its classification 

of “friends” and “foes”, the principle of non-intervention in domestic affairs of third countries and 

self-reliance, trying to minimize the influence of foreign companies (see: Betz/Hanif 2010). 

Furthermore, Kumar (2008: 212) states “India’s new policy-makers define India as a ‘rising power’ 

that is today beginning to match global goals and means in order to achieve the most favorable results 

for its citizens, and at the same time expand normative principles for inter-state and transnational 

behavior”. In the field of energy, the security norm can clearly be identified as the dominant norm. 

 

EU-India cooperation in energy issues 

In contrast to China, India is the largest democracy in the world and thus shares a common 

understanding of democratic norms and values that the EU is promoting as a normative power 

worldwide. In multilateral relations, the EU and India share aspirations for a multi-polar, rule-based 

order and for democratic norms. Whilst the history of EU-India relations dates back to the 1960s, the 

first cooperation agreement between the European Community and India was only signed in 1994. 

Until signing a Strategic Partnership Agreement with India in 2004, the EU’s focus in Asia was 

primarily on China to the neglect of acknowledging the potential of the rising Indian subcontinent. 

This signal from the EU side was not perceived well in India and led to some anti-European 

sentiments stemming from the colonial and post-independence times (see Jaffrelot 2006). Whilst 

cooperation between India, ASEAN+3 and the United States6 is becoming stronger, the EU risks 

losing importance if it will not attribute more importance to a mature partnership. Especially within 

India’s new elite the colonial legacy is present. Recently, the EU has become more aware of India 

being a strategic partner and increased its efforts to close the gap of mal-perceptions and to keep the 

diplomatic balance between India and China in order to enhance cooperation in several sectors (ibid.). 

At the last EU-India Summit in 2012, the plans for a EU-India free trade agreement were continued 

and steps towards the single largest trade agreement in the world, affecting 1.7 billion people were 

taken. 

                                                 
6 Although the US-Indo nuclear agreement was blocked by anti-Western groups that feared a subordination to 
US-hegemony, the agreement to enhance cooperation in the nuclear energy sector was signed in November 
2008.  
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Figure 5: Timeline of EU-India relations 1994-2012 

 

      Source: author’s own visualization 

Energy and climate change are among the main fields of cooperation foreseen in the strategic 

partnership agreement (see Bava 2008, Noronha / Sharma 2009) and thus, in November 2004 the 

political decision was taken to start an energy dialogue with the key priorities of: development of clean 

coal technologies, increasing energy efficiency and savings, promoting environment friendly energies 

as well as assisting India in energy market reforms (DG Energy 2010). The EU-India Energy Panel 

was created as the formal instrument of cooperation in 2005. Since its inception in 2006, regular 

meetings of the panel and its working groups were held. The four working groups on Coal/ Clean Coal 

Technology, Renewable Energy / Energy Efficiency, Petroleum / Natural Gas and Fusion / ITER 

directly report back to the panel and proceedings are jointly discussed. Since coal is the main source of 

energy production in India, great importance is attributed to this working group and it has held more 

frequent meetings than the others. 

Meetings of the EU-India Energy Panel and its working groups have a strong business orientation, and 

the working groups are instrumental to pave way for cooperation between European and Indian energy 

firms. A special EU-India Business Conference on Energy was held in 2006 in New-Delhi. Thus, the 

competitiveness norm is of utmost importance for both sides and a strategic interest of European firms 

aiming at better market access in India can be detected.  

At the 6th EU-India Energy Panel, the decision was taken to extend the dialogue to include regular 

exchanges on energy security matters, to enhance security of supply and coordination of positions in 

international organizations and initiatives on energy. This shift towards the security norm can be 

explained by India’s continuing economic growth and the increasing awareness that its coal reserves 

will only sustain these growth rates for at most the coming 35 years. Thus, issues of securing access to 

energy and diversifying energy supply have risen on the Indian agenda, which is also reflected in its 

relations with the European Union. 

At the last EU-India Summit in February 2012, the energy agenda was refocused to give it a new kick-

start with seven new priority areas, which have been embedded in the “Joint Declaration for Enhanced 

Cooperation on Energy”: 
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a. Development and deployment strategies for clean energy production, inter alia clean coal 
technologies and advanced coal mining, 

b. Improved energy efficiency of products 
c. Improved energy efficiency in the buildings sector 
d. Development of smart power grids, including the integration of renewable energy sources, 
e. Cost-effective ways for the uptake of renewable energy sources as well as research and 

innovation cooperation on new, clean and renewable energy technologies, 
f. Energy safety, in particular nuclear safety and off-shore drilling safety. 
g. Advancing in developing fusion energy as future sustainable energy source. 

 

India’s engagement in the international energy system and in South-South cooperation  

The norms in India’s energy policy reflect a mixture of internal pressure and the above mentioned 

general guiding norms in its foreign policy. Particularly in the preference for exploring domestic oil, 

gas and especially coal and for expanding domestic energy production through new nuclear plants, 

India’s strive for self-reliance is obvious. There is ongoing controversy over whether India’s goal 

should be “energy independence” or “energy security” (Betz/Hanif 2010: 12-14). Both appear hard to 

fulfill as India is becoming more vulnerable and dependent on foreign energy sources through its 

strong economic growth. Currently India relies mainly on four countries for its external oil supply: 

Saudi Arabia, Iran, Nigeria and Kuwait and is seeking to diversify its suppliers. Similar to China’s 

new engagement in resource rich countries throughout the world, Indian oil companies have become 

more active in exploring oil fields in Africa and thus, going a step towards further securing India’s 

growing energy hunger (see Müller-Kraenner 2008).  A conflict between India’s norms and the claim 

of self-reliance and its growing dependency on external energy supplies, calls for energy 

interdependence rather than independence. Hence, future Indian governments will have to follow a 

strategy of a fine balance of international cooperation in order to achieve their energy interests 

(Wagner 2007). Not only cooperation with (potential) supplier countries, but also with further 

competitors and energy consumers is inevitable. Thus, the Indian government has embarked on a 

policy of energy diplomacy abroad, identifying new partners – for coal, oil and natural gas - most 

prominently in Africa and Central Asia. In both world regions a competition with China is inevitable, 

and India is somehow perceived as catching up with the strong Chinese presence and engagement.  

Indian NOCs have increasingly invested in African oil-rich countries, such as Sudan, Nigeria, Côte 

d’Ivoire, Gabon, Egypt and acquired exploration contracts and other related energy projects on the 

continent (Naidu 2007: 2). Furthermore, India is becoming more active in the development aid sector, 

procuring similar package deals as have been described above for the Chinese case. However, with 

Nigeria and Sudan being the major energy partners on the continent, this relationship is highly 

volatile, as it needs to incorporate the costs of investing in politically unstable and risky countries 

(TERI 2010: 42). Thus, cooperation with other major players in the African energy sector, such as 

China, the US and UK gains importance as well as further diversification of energy resources in other 

world regions.  

In comparison to China, India lacks behind in investments, influence, symbolic diplomacy etc. in 

Africa. Yet, India’s role in Africa should not be underestimated. Similar to the FOCAC meetings, it 

has created an Africa-India Forum Summit, which held its first meeting in Delhi in 2008 and the 

second meeting in Addis Abeba in 2011 under the auspices of the African Union, which also sent the 

15 African representatives.  
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The Central Asian region is a different case in this regard. Traditionally it has been within the Russian 

and Chinese sphere of influence, but India and China tend to be competing more in their respective 

regions, as can also be seen in the case of China’s increased interest in the South Asian Association of 

Regional Cooperation (SAARC). In 2010, India has applied for membership in the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization (SCO), and at the last summit in Astana (2011) its rise from observer status 

to full membership has been included on the agenda for discussion. Furthermore, Indian high-level 

visits to Central Asian countries in 2011, such as Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan are a sign of enhanced 

bilateral cooperation in the energy sector. In both countries agreements for further cooperation and 

exploitation of oil and gas (only in Uzbekistan) have been signed. With uranium rich Kazakhstan an 

agreement for civilian use of nuclear energy was signed (Mokry / Dekradi 2011: 6). Yet, the political 

history and geopolitical challenges of this quite instable region paired with poor infrastructure, 

corruption, ethnic conflicts and Islamic radicalism, explain Indian private firms’ reluctance to heavily 

invest in the region and further expand business ties (TERI 2010: 41). India’s primary interest to sign 

the ECT but later abstain from this undertaking can also be understood as a result of such concerns.  

Overall the link between energy security and climate change in the Indian discourse suggests that 

cooperation should also be promoted in multilateral institutions and not only on a bilateral and (inter-) 

regional level. India has been active in shaping ideas within the UNFCCC and the global climate 

regime as well as within the G-20. Propagating the idea of ‘differentiated responsibility’ and 

representing developing countries demands in climate negotiations, India’s discourse has slightly 

shifted in recent years towards a more practical implementation ideas (Dubash 2011: 74). Together 

with China, South Africa and Brazil, it has formed the BASIC block and achieved outcomes,in climate 

negotiations which also have repercussions on international energy governance. Nevertheless, India 

has not been active in any global energy institutions. For instance, it does not seem to articulate any 

strategic interest in the IEA, nor contemplate membership. Thus, India is still searching for its role in 

global energy governance. 

 

Conclusion: India – a normative energy tiger? 

India tends to prioritize energy security with recent trends towards including climate change in its 

discourse, whilst the EU is promoting the competitiveness and sustainability norm in its relations with 

India. In international climate change negotiations India (together with China) has at times played a 

constructive hindering role referring to the right to development and the responsibility of 

industrialized nations in decreasing CO2-emissions (Tønnesson 2009: 263).  Not only is the Indian 

stance in climate negotiations a matter of economic development and national policy, but also a 

challenge to the EU’s alleged leadership role in international climate change. Both China and India 

criticize the EU for not making enough efforts and using environmental concerns to keep developing 

countries down. They ask for technology and knowledge transfer. At the same time, all emerging 

powers have recognized the need to join forces reducing emissions (Holslag 2010). Hence, the EU is 

taking advantage of this setting and promoting sustainability while at the same time the strong 

business interest in India can be interpreted as the competitiveness norm gaining on importance in 

“on-the-ground” relations. The EU’s external rhetoric of sustainability is met with internal pressure 

from European enterprises which regard enhanced EU-India energy cooperation as their chance to 

enter the booming Indian energy market. Thus, from an EU perspective the competitiveness norm is 
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dominant. Sustainability can be identified as second priority, depending on which actor is leading 

negotiations and which working group is addressing energy issues. The security aspect is not as 

relevant for the EU, since India is not directly “threatening” or competing for European energy 

sources. Thus, EU and India pursue divergent foreign policy styles and a cooperative external energy 

policy is still in its very infant steps.  Dubash (2011: 66) offers a precise conclusion on normativity in 

India’s energy policies: “If India is to emerge as a norm maker rather than norm taker on energy, it 

will have to re-envision its foreign policy on energy. In particular, it will have to consider whether to 

balance its bilateral and regional initiatives with a robust multilateral approach, consider whether and 

how domestic energy considerations inform foreign policy, and how to project its domestic narrative 

of energy security and clean energy in the global arena.” 

 

Brazil – (future) environmental and energy super-power? 

“Brazil has everything to be an environmental power, which is, by the way, the only area in which our 

aspiration to be a great power is realistic,” commented veteran Brazilian diplomat and ex-Environment 

Minister Rubens Ricupero (quoted in: Sotero/Armijo 2007: 61). Although Brazil is also on the best 

way to become an economic great power, this statement is not surprising if one considers that Brazil is 

one of the countries with the richest biodiversity, vast natural resources and the largest rainforest 

worldwide. This is also reflected in Brazil’s energy mix which is already made up of 50% renewable 

energy sources, predominantly hydropower and biofuels (sugar-cane ethanol), followed only by oil 

(39%) and gas (7%). In contrast to the other three countries studied in this paper, coal only takes up a 

very minor position with 3% and nuclear accounts for 1% (US EIA 2009). 

Figure 6: Total Primary Energy Consumption in Brazil by Type (2010) 

 Source: EIA 2011 

Given these lucky environmental circumstances, Brazilian energy policies are strongly influenced by 

striving for energy independence. After the 1979 oil crisis, Brazil started the policy “ProAlcóol” of 

substituting oil imports by explorations in Brazil and the greater use of renewable energies and 

biofuels (see Scholvin 2007). Brazil has the world’s third largest uranium reserves and has been 

investing more in nuclear energy throughout the last years, which lead to concerns being uttered in 

terms of a Brazilian nuclear armament and the construction of nuclear weapons. Furthermore, the 

largest oil discoveries in recent years have come from Brazil’s offshore pre-salt basins. According to 
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the US Energy Information Agency (US EIA 2009) Brazil is currently the world’s 12th largest oil 

producer, but with the new discoveries it is likely to climb the charts up higher7. This would also mean 

a huge step towards energy independence for oil-importing Brazil. Nevertheless, a strong dependence 

on gas imports from neighboring Bolivia remains, as Brazil is only able to cover 2% of its demand. 

Brazil’s institutional landscape of energy governance is shaped by the President’s strong influence 

combined with the Ministry of Mines and Energy’s central role, and the Ministry of Environment as 

well as the Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade’s importance. Furthermore, the 

Brazilian Agency for Oil, Gas and Biofuels (ANP) and the Brazilian Agency for Electric Energy 

(ANEEL) are key players. Sennes and Narciso (2008: 2) pose the hypothesis that Brazil has been 

moving from a strict, self-sufficient, fully state-controlled strategy towards a more efficient and energy 

security approach based on a combination of domestic, regional, and international factors. State 

control to ensure energy security and to enhance energy independence has been crucial  in this highly 

politicized field,. Furthermore, the Brazilian state-owned companies Petrobras, Eletrobras and 

Nuclebras are further key players. Especially the parastatal Petrobras, which was founded under 

President Getulio Vargas in 1953, is a state-owned company but at the same time major shares have 

been acquired by private investors. The world’s third largest energy company is the central player in 

Brazilian energy politics, being able to influence politics and still playing by its own business rules. In 

general Brazilian energy governance is less fragmented and with less key players than in China and 

India. It enhances the norm of energy security by also being in the luxurious position of promoting 

sustainability in its green energy mix.  

 

Yet, Brazilian reliance on hydropower and other renewables is not out of mere ecological 

consideration. Quite to the contrary: these plants have been criticized worldwide because they were 

built without considering the local environment. Acidification, floods und diseases such as malaria due 

to the change in the sensitive ecosystems have been consequences as well as social problems and at 

times violent protests after the relocation respectively displacement of people living in the areas of 

large damns (Assmann 2004). Although, it seems at a first glance that Brazil is a role-model in terms 

of following and promoting the sustainability norm by relying heavily on renewable energies, the 

latter are only seen as an addition to fossil fuels. Instead of enhancing energy efficiency, President 

Dilma Roussef opted for strong reliance on natural gas-fueled power plants in her function as former 

Brazilian Energy Minister drafting the energy strategy of 2003. Thus, Brazil is facing severe social 

and environmental challenges. The current National Energy Plan 2030 provides for a further upgrade 

of hydroelectric power. Special consideration is given to the still unused potentials of the Amazon – a 

perspective which, among others, raises fears about possible grave consequences for the ecosystem of 

the Amazonian rainforests. The construction of the mega dam “Belo Monte” in the Northern Brazilian 

state of Pará is an example for huge (inter-)national protest against the relocation of 20.000 indigenous 

people living in the Amazonas area and that are dependent on the River Xingú to sustain their 

livelihoods. The impact on the eco-system of the Xingú and its indigenous tribes’ socio-cultural 

customs is unpredictably high. Whilst international protest could stop the project in the 1980s, Brazil’s 

economic rise and new wealth has made it financially independent from World Bank and other 

international institutions. The project is financed by Brazilian firms and the national bank BNDES. 

                                                 
7 Petrobras estimates that Brazil may become the world’s fourth biggest oil producer by 2030. 
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Belo Monte is an example for the Brazilian government’s approach of securing energy resources to 

sustain current as well as to promote further growth (Fatheuer 2011). Thus, the competitiveness norm 

is prioritized over sustainability in this regard. 

 

EU-Brazil cooperation in energy issues 

One might assume that the high Brazilian potential in renewable energies should make it an even more 

interesting cooperation partner for the EU, also considering that EU-Brazil relations bear a large 

potential for normatively framed energy cooperation, as strong cultural and historic ties and 

convergence on norms exist. Yet, the EC-Framework Cooperation Agreement with Brazil (1992) is 

still the only bilateral document for EU-Brazil relations; political dialogue has largely taken place 

under the auspices of the crisis-laden EU-Mercosur8 dialogue. With the aim of intensifying relations 

and improving cooperation, the EU began a direct political dialogue with Brazil, and the first EU-

Brazil Summit (2007) in Lisbon raised bilateral relations to a strategic level. In 2007 Brazil joined the 

group of countries with a Strategic Partnership with the EU (see EU COM 2007b) and both started to 

conduct an energy dialogue.  

Figure 7: Timeline of EU-Brazil relations 1992-2011 

 

 

        Source: author’s own visualization 

The first meeting within the scope of the EU-Brazil energy dialogue took place in São Paulo in 

November 2009. EU-Energy Commissioner Andris Piebalgs participated in the 2nd International 

Biofuels Conference and met Brazilian Minister of Mines and Energy Edison Lobão in order to 

enhance bilateral energy cooperation.”.  

Four main areas of cooperation were agreed:  

(1) Exchange of experiences and technical consultations on regulatory issues for competitive 
energy markets, including investment opportunities 

(2) Energy efficiency and demand management, in particular through the participation at the 
multilateral International Partnership for Energy Efficiency Cooperation (IPEEC) launched by 
the G8 + 5 countries; 

                                                 
8 Based on the EU-Mercosur Framework Agreement of 1995. 
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(3) Joint research efforts in second generation biofuels, using the upcoming EU-Brazil 
coordinated research to be announced in January 2009; 

(4) Promotion of EU-Brazil industrial cooperation on low carbon technologies, including inter 
alia clean coal, as well as research on nuclear energy and cooperation on nuclear safety, 
paying particular attention to safe and sustainable technologies. 

 

The following Joint Statement of the third EU-Brazil Summit in October 2009 reinforces the 

importance of energy, climate change and sustainable development issues in EU-Brazil relations. 

Great importance is attributed to cooperation in the bio-fuels and renewable energies sector by stating: 

As a potential triangular cooperation project, the joint initiative for the sustainable development of 

bioenergy in Africa focusing on biofuels and bio-electricity is envisaged (EU COM 2009). These 

issues were taken up again at the last EU-Brazil energy dialogue meeting in July 2011. So far, biofuels 

are the main topic of the dialogues, which is in line with the great priority that Brazil attributes to 

biofuels in its external energy relations. Furthermore, indirect land-use change and other topics of 

renewable energies and climate change are discussed and two new areas have been included in the 

latest dialogue: offshore safety and ocean energy.  

Following their in various declarations expressed goal of jointly implementing trilateral cooperation 

projects in the bioenergy sector in Africa, the EU and Brazil have started such a project in 

Mozambique and are currently working on a pre-feasibility study for Kenya. The “Bioenergy Pact to 

develop bioelectricity and biofuels projects” in Mozambique has a total project volume of 1.2 mio. €, 

of which the Brazilian Cooperation Agency (ABC) contribute 1 mio. € and the EU 200.000€. 

However, controversies about trilateral cooperation in this area have arisen as the debate on biofuels in 

the EU is difficult to marry with the Brazilian promotion of biofuels worldwide. In this first project 

with Mozambique it is interesting to nore the different Brazilian and EU approaches. Whilst Brazil 

follows a fast delivery, business approach and asks ‘how’ the project can be implemented, the EU is 

still stuck with the question ‘whether’ it should be implemented at all, given the internal debate on a 

general biofuels policy. A trilateral steering committee is planned in order to clarify these issues and 

further proceed in the trilateral cooperation project. The debate on biofuels and Brazil’s specific 

foreign policy interests will be further elaborated in the next section below.  

Nevertheless, whilst cooperation between Brazil and single EU member states has been prospering in 

the last decade, EU-Brazil cooperation in the energy sector is only in its infant steps and it remains to 

be seen which impact it will have in the future. A significant change of Brazilian as well as EU foreign 

policy can be observed here. Under most Presidents before Luis Ignacio “Lula” da Silva, Brazil has 

viewed the EU as a whole skeptically and with a negative connotation as it has been mainly regarded 

as a player that systematically creates trade complications for Brazil (Gomes Saraiva 2010: 2). On the 

other hand, some EU member states – especially Germany, France, Italy, Spain and Portugal – are 

considered important (economic) partners (ibid). Furthermore, the EU has significantly attributed 

more importance to its bilateral relations with Brazil, acknowledging its potential as an emerging 

power and regional leader. Similar to India, one might argue that this interest is coming quite late; 

however, Brazil has been blocking most negotiations of the past years on enhanced cooperation with 

the EU. 
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Brazil’s engagement in the international energy system and in South-South cooperation (SSC) 

Within the scope of its South-South and development cooperation aims, Brazil pursues an “ethanol 

diplomacy”, promoting the export of bioethanol and biofuels technologies also to developing countries 

in Africa and Latin America. It sees biofuels as a contribution to global energy security and climate 

protection with the potential for poorer countries to develop less carbon intensive economies without 

becoming dependent on expensive technologies or taking into account hindrances in their growth 

(Acosta / Zilla 2011: 14). An export of the Brazilian model of sugarcane and bio-ethanol production is 

already taking place in lusophone Africa. Yet, it always needs to be regarded in the specific context of 

the respective third countries. The Brazilian model’s success is attributed to its natural resource 

situation, which cannot be replicated easily in third countries. By enhancing the amount of producers 

of bioethanol and cooperating with developing countries, Brazil aims at establishing a global market 

with international standards for biofuels and moreover, at persuading industrialized countries to open 

up their markets (ibid.). The above mentioned trilateral cooperation with the EU in Mozambique is an 

example par excellence for two of Brazil’s major foreign policy goals: gaining the reputation as an 

“alternative energy power” and as a development partner in SSC. For the latter Brazil shows a 

preference in cooperating trilaterally with a traditional donor. In 2010, triangular cooperation projects 

already accounted for one fifth of Brazil’s foreign aid (Cabral 2010).  

Apart from its strong international biofuel policy, Brazil is also actively engaging in regional 

initiatives of Mercosur. The increasing energy demand of most Mercosur member states as well as the 

accession of Venezuela to the regional integration mechanism, have put energy topics high on the 

regional agenda. Although Venezuela’s membership in the organisation has not been ratified by the 

member state Paraguay yet, as the region’s largest oil producer it already influences discussions 

around energy. Especially interesting for Brazil is the cooperation with Bolivia – an associated 

member of Mercosur and leading gas producer in the region – and the 3150 km long gas pipeline 

connecting Mercosur and Bolivia since 1999. Further regional oil and gas pipelines are envisaged 

(Grabois / Middleton 2007). 

In international fora Brazil plays a minor role. It is not a member of the IEA nor the Energy Charta 

Treaty due to the above mentioned reasons. Despite not being a member in IRENA (yet), Brazil has 

made use of this new forum in order to intensify international cooperation on biofuels. 

 

Conclusion: Brazil – (future) environmental and energy super-power? 

Brazil actively follows and promotes the norm of energy security on the one hand. On the other hand, 

it is in the lucky situation to account of vast natural resources, making the introduction and use of 

renewable energies attractive from both a security and a sustainability aspect. Brazil is striving to take 

up a lead role internationally in promoting biofuels. As the EU is actively promoting the sustainability 

norm in its energy relations with Brazil, special interest is attributed to Brazil’s specific technological 

knowledge and experiences in this field. The aim of cooperating trilaterally in Africa can be regarded 

as evidence for this interest. Also, Brazil is a key partner for the EU in combating climate change. 

Furthermore, the EU and Brazil do not diverge essentially in the norms they promote in their foreign 

policies, which should facilitate cooperation. In international fora Brazil has been keen on endorsing 

the sustainability norm through its foreign policy priority of promoting biofuels worldwide. Yet, there 
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is potential to vitalize and strengthen its international role, as has been demonstrated in the BASIC 

coalition in climate negotiations.  

 

South Africa – from anachronistic coal giant to a smart mediator in energy conflicts?  

South Africa’s energy sector has undergone intense restructuration processes after the end of the 

Apartheid regime. In 1992 distribution of electricity was still extremely skewed racially. In townships, 

access to electricity was only seldom available, and tariffs were much higher than in white areas. Also 

only 15% of farm worker households had access to electricity (cf. Eberhard & van Horen 1995: 49) 

Thus, the aim was to implement country-wide electrification schemes and to restructure state-owned 

energy companies (of which Eskom is by far the largest one). Starting in 1998, Eskom was converted 

into a company, became subject to taxation, and its power stations were restructured into separate 

independent and competitive companies. Furthermore it is envisaged to privatize these companies, so 

that the state would only hold a part of the generation capacity (Greenberg 2006: 32 pp.). Only in 

2000, South Africa’s first independent power producer was licensed.  

Figure 8: South Africa Total Primary Energy Supply by Type (2008) 

Source: International Energy Agency 2009 

Among Sub-Saharan African states, South Africa is by far the most important contributor to CO2 

emissions with about 40% of the total emissions in this region (WRI 2009). The carbon intensity of 

electricity production is high, because the primary energy source used for electricity production is coal 

(86%), whereas nuclear energy, hydro power or gas only hold single-figure percentages. As South 

Africa has one of the world’s largest coal reserves, there is no inherent necessity for changes in this 

energy mix. Yet, the capacity of Eskom’s power stations is calling for changes and a supply of 

additional energy sources: While the installed capacity averages 40 GW, the peak demand reaches up 

to 36 GW. Whereas the rapid electrification of households was successful insofar as it allowed access 

to electricity for about 65-80% (Bekker et al. 2008:3120) of the population in 2008, this was not met 

by sufficient investments in the supply structures and generative capacity. This results in frequent 

nationwide power cuts, which are happening mainly in winter and which pose a serious threat both for 

private households and industry. Despite of the necessity to invest into additional primary energy 
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sources, South Africa’s options for a decarbonization scenario are limited due to significant path 

dependencies. As South Africa had prioritized energy independence during the Apartheid era, energy 

research had concentrated on fossil fuels. Renewable energies are still struggling with a lack of 

financial support. Also competitive costs are still too high to offer an alternative to fossile fuels, due to 

the necessarily large investments into basic transmissive infrastructure (Sebitosi / Pillay 2008:2514). 

To tackle the domestic energy crisis, the focus still lies clearly on the further expansion of the coal 

industry, as it is for instance illustrated by a 60 billion rand loan to ESKOM for the construction of 

new coal power plants (Sebitosi / Pillay 2008: 2514). Even though, in the field of energy policies, 

some remarkable policy transfers are worth noting: Feed-in tariffs are an instrument, which was first 

introduced by the German government in order to encourage the use of new energy technologies, and 

later became adopted by the South African government. In 2009 South Africa’s National Energy 

Regulation agency (NERSA) has announced feed-in tariffs for solar, wind and biomass energy, with 

subsidies for wind energy that even exceed the subsidies scheme in Germany (NERSA 2009, Gipe 

2009). In its 2003 white paper on renewable energy, the Department of Minerals and Energy set the 

target to achieve 10 000 GWh of renewable energy contribution by 2013. This amount would be 4% of 

the estimated electricity demand by 2013 and would be able to replace at least two (2x 660 MW) units 

of Eskom's coal fired power stations (Department of Minerals and Energy 2003: 25). Political reality 

does not yet reflect such commitments. Funding for renewables is still scarce, and the trade-off 

between nuclear energy and “real” renewables goes at the expense of the latter (Sebitosi / Pillay 2008: 

2514). The South African Renewables Initiative (SARi) aims at tackling the funding issue and 

bridging energy, climate and industrial policy in order to create synergies in promoting, developing 

and deploying renewable energies capacities (SARi 2011). Especially in the run-up to the Durban 

Climate Conference in December 2011 and with the support of international financing, South Africa 

strives to introduce incentives for private and public sector investments to unlock the great potential 

for renewables. The solar sector is especially promising in large parts of South Africa, whilst potential 

for wind energy in the Western and Eastern Cape is also given. 

The South African electricity sector is dominated the state-owned enterprise Eskom, which produces 

95% of South Africa’s electricity, whilst only about 2% are produced by private companies. 

Additionally, Eskom owns and operates the national transmission system (Pegels 2010: 4946). The 

interlinks between the Department of Minerals and Energy and Eskom are strong and at times, 

qualified public personnel is in the focus of Eskom’s headhunters, making it hard to procure highly 

qualified staff for the public sector when the private sector is paying better salaries. Since SARi is 

aimed at financial investments for renewable energies, the Department of Trade and Industry is a key 

actor. 

 

EU-South Africa cooperation in energy issues 

In general, energy relations with other countries are still in a nascent status. During the Apartheid 

period, South Africa was more and more isolated from the international community. Thus, external 

energy relations had to be initiated from 1993 onwards. The 1998 energy White Paper sets the basis 

for further internal and external energy policies. Externally-wise the White Paper strives 

·  “to remove constraints on the import and export of energy commodities and equipment;   
·  to reduce the uncertainties faced by potential foreign investors in the domestic energy sector;   
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·  to enhance the expertise and infrastructure required for regional co-operation and energy trade;   
·  to ensure that co-operation with other governments and international agencies produces optimal  
results for both parties; and   
·  to develop the country’s energy technology base.” (White Paper 1998: 97) 
 
Since these commitments, South Africa has diversified its energy relations both within the region, with 

other emerging powers and with the European Union and its member states.  In 2007 South Africa 

entered a Strategic Partnership with the European Union. For the EU South Africa’s strategic role has 

deepened, thus a Strategic Partnership should allow for intensified cooperation going beyond the 

already established Trade, Development and Cooperation Agreement (TDCA) and cover additional 

issues such as peace and security, migration, energy, environment and climate change, as well as 

transport, customs and social dialogue, food security. While the TDCA mainly focused on trade 

regulations and made way for bilateral market liberalisation, the Joint Action Plan for the partnership 

introduces a much wider canon of shared norms. In the field of energy policy, the EU and South 

Africa commit themselves to “energy security and sustainable use of energy resources”. Practically-

wise, this is framed as a promotion of “energy efficiency policy and technologies as well as clean coal 

technologies”. (COM 2006c)  

Figure 9: Timeline of EU-South Africa relations 1999-2011 

 

 

        Source: author’s own visualization 

In July 2008 the first EU-RSA summit put special emphasis on the energy dialogue between the two 

partners. Issues for cooperation focused on the so-called “clean coal technologies” and fostered 

research cooperation e.g. for carbon storage. Here, the EU-RSA Energy Dialogue Forum had set up 

three working groups which dealt with Clean Coal Technology, Carbon Capture and Storage, and 

Clean and Efficient Energy. A look at the discourses and debates during these workshops gives 

evidence of shared understandings in the field of energy policy: Interestingly, nuclear energy is 

discussed in the context of renewables energies and is taken as a viable decarbonisation strategy. Even 

more striking is the comeback the European Commission is trying to initiate for coal. The storyline 

tells that coal had always been dubbed as the “fuel with no future”, while “recent events have changed 

this perception quite dramatically”. At the same time Carbon Capture and Storage is taken as a save 
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haven, which would allow to turn coal into a clean energy source within a “safe and sustainable low-

carbon economy” (Taylor 2009).  

During the year of the 17th UNFCCC Conference of the Parties (COP) in Durban, EU-RSA relations 

also focussed on this pressing issue. At the EU-RSA Summit in September 2011, both sides reiterated 

their support to make the Cancún agreements fully operational. Energy is only mentioned within the 

negotiations of an EURATOM-RSA agreement on the peaceful use of nuclear energy. Thus, of the 

four countries studied in this paper, the EU obviously attaches the least importance and attention 

towards cooperation in the energy sector. The energy dialogue and its working groups have only met 

once since its initiation and energy issues are commonly framed within the climate discourse.  

 

South Africa’s engagement in the international energy system and in South-South cooperation  

Regarding the international level, South Africa has intensified its activities in climate and energy 

negotiations. Here, South Africa has developed a kind of strategical responsibility as a “policy 

broker”, which often acts as a mediator between the EU and Emerging Powers. At first sight this 

seems quite surprising, as compared with other BRIC countries, South Africa is less affected by 

climate change. Risks of flooding or drought are much lower than in China or India (Dasgupta 2009). 

Yet, the high carbon intensity of South Africa’s energy production calls for more ambitious mitigation 

goals than for the other BRIC states. In fact, South Africa and Mexico are the only developing 

countries who set themselves a target for concrete domestic reduction policies, which in the case of 

South Africa would mean to reduce emissions by 34% until 2020 (von Soest 2010). To reach this goal, 

support from industrialized countries is a precondition. Similar to other BRIC states, South Africa is 

increasingly backing the idea of energy interdependence, which is illustrated by the efforts in coal 

technology transfer. In international climate change talks, South Africa has strived to give other 

African countries a voice, but also tried to intermediate between BRIC countries with more aggressive 

demands and the EU.   

China has risen to be South Africa’s largest trading partner and also advanced towards a partner in the 

renewable energy sector. Chinese solar energy giant Suntech has signed a deal to develop solar plants 

in South Africa with up to 100 megawatts capacity. During the visit of South African President Jacob 

Zuma to China in 2010, several deals involving investments in energy and power transmission have 

been signed and experts estimate the investment to build the solar power plant could be between US$ 

350 and US$ 400 (Reuters 2010). Also on a regional level, China plays an increasingly strong role in 

the infrastructure and energy sector. In 2011, the African Union (AU) and the China National Bank 

(CNB) agreed on enhanced cooperation within the framework of China-Africa Cooperation and the 

AU’s Programme for Infrastructure Development in Africa (PIDA) and they are currently working on 

a MoU draft (African Union 2012).  

Under the auspices of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) the Southern African 

Power Pool (SAPP) was created in 1995 with the primary aim to provide reliable and economical 

electricity supply in the region. The SAPP members have undertaken to create a common market for 

electricity in the SADC region while considering reasonable utilisation of natural resources and the 

effect on the environment (SAPP Homepage 2012). As the strongest regional power and largest 

producer of electricity in the region, South Africa plays a vital role in this cooperation agreement. 
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Within the framework of its Energy Facility and the EU-Africa Energy Partnership, the EU supports 

SAPP in technical issues and renewables (calculation, definition of tariff for renewables.  

In her statement on South Africa’s accession to IRENA, Energy Minister Peters said: "[This] will 

enable us to work with other countries to accelerate the introduction of renewable energy and to 

confront our vexing energy challenges9”. This could be interpreted as a hint for South Africa’s 

intended policy shift towards renewables and the strong climate – energy nexus within the discussion 

around the Durban climate conference. As host of the COP 17, South Africa should be a member of 

the only purely international renewable energy organization. 

 

Conclusion: South Africa – from anachronistic coal giant to a smart mediator in energy 

conflicts?  

How can these domestic and international developments be assessed? Obviously, South Africa’s 

energy policies are driven by strong path dependencies. The “coal heritage” is difficult to overcome, 

especially regarding the persistent parastatal structures and regarding the transformation period that 

South Africa is still undergoing. As the White Papers illustrate, there is a strong interest to grant 

renewable energies a more prominent role, while coal will undoubtedly continue to be the primary 

source of energy. Normatively-wise, security of supply is by far the most influential driving factor, 

visible for instance in the extraordinary meaning of nation-wide electrification, which (compared with 

the other case countries in which poor electrification is also common in rural and remote areas) can 

only be understood from a post-Apartheid perspective. Yet, as coal reserves are safe, this emphasis on 

secure supply is no active driving factor for external energy policy, but only serves as a domestic 

energy policy norm. Still it is a presupposition that thwarts any “real” move towards low carbon 

energy policies. While the normative triangle prioritizes sustainable and competitive energy policy 

norms, the domestic situation makes an implementation of ‘real’ sustainable energy policies extremely 

difficult. The abovementioned re-interpretation of the sustainability norm, which involves a 

whitewashing of coal, promotes nuclear energy and devaluates renewable energies is a vivid example 

of such a catch-22 case. Therefore we can take EU-South Africa relations as an example for a 

relationship that fosters technological transfer and risks erosion of the sustainability norm.  Here, we 

need to regard that there is a risk of subordinating sustainability under competition. Both the EU’s and 

South Africa’s policies seem to favour technology transfer and allow for consensus-building in 

contested climate negotations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
9 Statement quoted in News 24: http://www.news24.com/SciTech/News/SA-joins-renewable-energy-body-
20100117 
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5 Conclusion 

Rising Powers have found their place in a number of global policy fields ranging from environmental 

and climate policies to trade and financial policies, and have repeatedly put the OECD world on a 

subordinate place. Continuing to speak of “emerging economies” or “rising powers” hence seems at 

least a little old-fashioned and expresses how long the Western world has not taken note of the “rise” 

of these countries. Right in the middle of a never-ending crisis such a wording might in fact be 

countered by dubbing the OECD world as the “declining economies”.  

Yet for the field of energy policies such a claim is more difficult to make. While the economic power 

and growth rates of emerging economies have resulted in enormous energy hunger, these material 

realities are not yet mirrored by an adequate representation in international energy governance. 

Institutions such as the IEA seem to be a “closed shop”, whose mandate and governance structure are 

still based on the political realities of the 1970s. Calls for institutional change have been numerous but 

up to now seem to go unheard. Thus global energy governance structures remain fragmented, as the 

international level does not adequately address the economic and political power shifts of the 21st 

century. In the case of IRENA the failure of institutional change has even led to the unlikely event of 

creating a whole new international organisation, which is more inclusive and has the potential to act 

globally in questions of renewable energies. From the perspective of emerging economies these 

fragmented structures might allow for some critical junctures that will facilitate their access to 

international arenas and provide the opportunity to renegotiate and redefine energy policy norms. Thus 

a call for “true global energy governance” would not seem sensible in a situation that is shaped less by 

multilateralism but by multipolarity and highly diversified forms of regional and bilateral energy 

diplomacy. 

To underscore this, the normative order of international energy governance seems not to suit emerging 

powers’ normative orientations. The ECT stands for a prioritisation of the competitiveness norm, yet 

this does by no means attract emerging economies. As our four empirical cases show, security of 

supply plays a much more important role, especially for China and India. Here, the meaning of 

“security of supply” varies considerably and encompasses not only “hard security” aspects but also 

questions of “energy poverty”, such as fair and reliable access. In the former case, we can detect a 

struggle over norms between the EU and China. While China prioritizes security of supply, and keeps 

to a technology-affine reading of the sustainability norm, China only grudgingly refers to the EU’s 

promotion of the competitiveness norm. In the case of India, these conflicts are waged on a lower 

level, but questions of energy poverty also arise. Only in the case of Brazil the EU might meet further 

advocates of the competitiveness norm, albeit to the detriment of sustainability.  

Thus, the energy relations China, Brazil, India and South Africa have developed give account of a 

prioritization of the bilateral level to the regional or multilateral level. Of the four countries studied in 

this paper, China is most active in shaping international fora, building strategic partnerships with 

different world regions and bilateral agreements with strategically important countries, which makes 

an extremely important partner in global energy governance. India is often regarded as having to catch 

up with the strong Chinese competition in the Asian region, but also in Sub-Sahara-Africa. Yet, from a 

normative perspective, India’s role in multilateral approaches and global energy governance should 

not be under-estimated. Currently, it is attempting to balance its strong domestic discourse on energy 

security with sustainability aspects of the climate change narrative. Bringing both strands together and 
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balancing them effectively in bilateral, regional and multilateral settings, India could emerge as new 

norm setter in global fora. Brazil is already aiming at pursuing this role in its vision as renewable 

energy super-power and in its biofuels diplomacy. Whilst relations with Portuguese speaking countries 

and regions worldwide as well as bilateral relations with industrialized countries are prioritized over 

(inter-) regional and global settings, Brazilian energy diplomacy could play a stronger role in 

multilateral institutions. In the post-Apartheid era, South Africa has primarily concentrated on 

securing energy provision and access for wide parts of the country. Its international energy relations 

are still in a nascent status, yet the last Climate Conference in Durban (2011) opens up a window of 

opportunity to enhance its global role in the climate and energy discourse.  

All four countries are likely to emerge as norm makers rather than their previous roles as norm takers 

in energy governance. In its latest World Energy Outlook (2011), the IEA has eventually emphasized 

their role and the scope of their decisions by asking quite anxiously “China and other emerging 

economies will shape the global energy future – where will their policy decisions lead us?” The way 

of putting this question again points to the fragmented structure of energy governance – and to the 

political niches emerging powers are increasingly capable to occupy. 
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